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1. Think of someone in your class. You should write down four to five sentences to
describe your schoolmate. Answer the questions:
– Is he/she hard-working?______________________________________________________
– What is he/she interested in?__________________________________________________
– What would he/she like to do ? ________________________________________________
2. Look at the advertisements.
NEWSPAPER BOYS/ GIRLS
We’re looking for hard-working, enthusiastic and young
people to deliver newspapers and magazines.
We need two people for morning deliveries (5 - 7 pm).
You must be responsible and reliable. You need your own
bicycle and know the town very well.

Pay: ₤ 15 p.w.
Apply to: Clear Rex,
55 Otto Schiff House,
London,

NW3 5 TQ

PART-TIME ASSISTANTS WANTED
We need three serious and friendly young people (14 -20) to
help in the Gold Apple Store. Your duties will be serving
customers and putting things on the shelves.
The hours will be: 4-6 evenings or 9-4 Saturdays and
Sundays.
You must be responsible, polite and tidy.
Write to: Mr Louka, The Gold Apple Store, Zlín, 760 01

We´re looking for a cook, from July to August. Your accommodation is included. You
must be at least 18 years old and have an experience with cooking Thai food. English is
wanted.
₤30 a day plus melas.
Please enclose a recent photograph.

3. Elicit words from the text above and write them down in three categories/ columns in
the box. Add more words.
character

4.

job

experience

a) Match the adjectives and definitions.

Lazy, enthusiastic, talkative,

reliable,

shy,

Definition
1. A person who talks a lot is ……

hard-working,

responsible

Adjective

Opposite

____________ ______________

2.A person who always doing a lot of work …..

_________ ______________

3. A person who shows energetic interest in a particular activity …_____________ ___________
4. A person who has control over something …..

_______________ ______________

5. A person who never does any work is….

_______________ ______________

6. A person who doesn´t like meeting new people is…

___________ _____________

7. A person who works or behave well in the way you expect …______________ _____________

b) Complete the Opposite column.
irresponsible,
extrovert

hard-working,

quiet,

lazy, unreliable,

boring ,

ANSWERS:
1. Think of someone in your class. You should write down four to five sentences to
describe your schoolmate. Answer the questions:
– Is he/she hard-working?____Martina is hard-working girl._________________________
– What is he/she interested in?___She is interested in sport.__________________________
– What would he/she like to do ? __She would like to be a vet.________________________
2. Look at the advertisements.
NEWSPAPER BOYS/ GIRLS
We’re looking for hard-working, enthusiastic and young
people to deliver newspapers and magazines.
We need two people for morning deliveries (5 - 7 pm).
You must be responsible and reliable. You need your own
bicycle and know the town very well.

Pay: ₤ 15 p.w.
Apply to: Clear Rex,
55 Otto Schiff House,
London,

NW3 5 TQ

PART-TIME ASSISTANTS WANTED
We need three serious, friendly and young people (14 -20) to
help in the Gold Apple Store. Your duties will be serving
customers and putting things on the shelves.
The hours will be: 4-6 evenings or 9-4 Saturdays and
Sundays.
You must be responsible, polite and tidy.
Write to: Mr Louka, The Gold Apple Store, Zlín, 760 01

We´re looking for a cook, from July to August. Your accommodation is included. You
must be at least 18 years old and have an experience with cooking Thai food. English
is wanted.
₤30 a day plus melas.
Please enclose a recent photograph.

3. Elicit words from the text above and write them down in three categories/ columns in
the box. Add more words.
charakter + look

job

experience

hard-working,

NEWSPAPER BOYS/ GIRLS

riding a bike;

enthusiastic, young

PART-TIME ASSISTANTS

know the town very well;

responsible, reliable

COOK

being talkative;

serious, friendly

serving customers;
putting

things

on

the

shelves;
experience with cooking
Thai food;

4.

a) Match the adjectives and definitions.

Lazy, enthusiastic, talkative,

reliable,

shy,

hard-working,

responsible

Definition

Adjective

Opposite

1. A person who talks a lot is ……

_ talkative ____

2.A person who always doing a lot of work …..

_ hard-working ___ lazy __

___ quiet ___

3. A person who shows energetic interest in a particular activity …_ enthusiastic _ _boring__
4. A person who has control over something …..

_ responsible_ _irresponsible__

5. A person who never does any work is….

__ lazy ___ __ hard-working_

6. A person who doesn´t like meeting new people is…

___ shy __ __ extrovert _

7. A person who works or behaves well in the way you expect …__ reliable _ _ unreliable ___

b) Complete the Opposite column.
irresponsible,
extrovert

hard-working,

quiet,

lazy, unreliable,

boring ,

